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Consideration of Secretariat Draft Outline Of International Bill of Right
continued (document H/CaA/AC7lj3)

Article 6
The CHAIRMAN recalled that the Committee was to continue i t s examination
of each article of the draft outline with a view to obtaining
a general idea as to the Bubstanoe to be included in the
/internat i onal
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~nternetional Bill of Rights. She reminded mernbers that it had becn decided
to group Article 5 ei-ther with Article 6 or with one of the articles which
followed.

She read Article 6 and drew attention to the alternata proposals

of the United Kingdom (E/CN.I>/AC.~/~) and of the United Statas (E/CN.~/AC.~/~) .
The United States draft, she felt, was clearer in that specific mention was
made of the right to obtain witnesses. The CHAIRTUN aslced each member to
express hi8 vlews as sach article wes read.
orof. CASSIN orrance) felt that the ideas exgresseh by Article 6 trere
reasonable but wished to have al1 artlcles on penal procedure grouped together
Mr. .SANTA CRUZ (chile) agreed in substance with the idaa set forts
in the article.
Mr. EAkPY (~ustralia) felt the article should have a pla~e in the Bill.
Dr. CiZANG (china) ~ointed out that it would be necesaary to clarify
the term "national emergency" used in the Secretariat draft.
Dr. VALIK (~ebancn) agreed that the term "national emergsncy", being
very elestic, would have to be carefully defined.
Prof. KOriETSKY (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) reecrved hi0
position and said he would cornent at a later date.
Mr. WILSON (unite3 Kfng&om) called attention to Article 4 of the
British drâft (E/CN.~/P.C.~/~) ~rhich made provision that, in case of
emergency the Secretary-General of the United Nations would be fully
informed of the measures taken and the reesons therefor.
The CHAIRlgAN summarized the general feeling of the Ccmmittee that the
substance of Articles 5, 6, and 7, S H dealing with persona1 liberties,
should be yetzined. What &ad been said of Articles 5 and 6, she felt, was
also true of Article 7.
Article 8
Prof. CASSIN rrance) felt that a text prohibiting slavery nnd what had
besn called compulsory labour must be included, He suggested that mention
be mzde of servituda and inhuman exaloitakion. He felt that the Bill
should proclaim the r i & % of a .man to contribute to .the wsll-being of society
by his work. Be questioned whether the "contractual ~bli&ations,~'
/spoken of
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Bpoken of in the United States draft, included family obligations.
Mr. SANTA CRUZ (Chile) also agreed that the substance of the article
should be included, and with the remarks of Prof. Caesin concerning the right
of a man to contribute to the well-being of society by his work. At the same
time, he said, labour had to be recompensed in a manner which would satisfy
the needs of the individual.
Mr. HARRY (Australia) preferred the United States draft of Article 8 to
that cf the Secretariat. He thought the concept of the right to a livelihood
conditioned by the duty to work, should not be stressed in this article
which dealt with exploitation of man by man.
Dr. CHANG (China) also preferred the United States draft. He considered
the phrase "prohibited by this Bill of Rights" unsuitable, and felt that
reference to livelihood and work should be made at another point.
"Contractual obligations," in his opinion, would have to be qualified
inasmuch as laws relating to contracts differed throughout the world.
The CHAIRMAN explained that the United States did not consider family
obligations contractual.
Dr. MALIfC (Lebanon), although of the opinion that the United States
redraft was more satisfactory than that of the Secretariat, felt that the vague
concepts of work, slavery, and compulsory labour would need clarification.

He

called attention to the fact that the drafts submitted by the delegation of
Chile and by the American Federation of labor contained helpful ideas on
this subject.
Prof. KGRETSKY (Unjon of Soviet Socialist Republics) reserved his right
to make a statement later.
Mr. WILSON (United Kingdom) believed that both drafts would require more
particularity, and that this was not the right place to say anything about the
right to work.
The CHAIRMAN stated that it seemed to be generally agreed that the
substance of Article 8 should be included, but that perhaps certain drafting
changes would be needed.
/Article 9
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Prof. CASSIH (France) pointed out that the right of movement might give
rise to certain difficulties such as, for example, economic considerations.
Factories could not "be established wherever a -worker vished to live. Also,
there existed problems relating to this right which could "be solved only on
the international level. He agreed that the principle of equality of freedom
of movement should "be affirmed in the Bill of Eights.
Mr. SMTA CRUZ (Chile) felt that it would be more logical to follow the
order suggested "by the Secretariat, and study separately (l) the right to
move freely within a country and (2) the right of immigration into another
country.
Mr. HARRY (Australia) asked whether the second paragraph of the United
States redraft was intended as a substitute for item 10 of the Secretariat
draft. He felt that three concepts were under consideration:

(l) liberty of

movement within a State subject to general laws, (2) the right to leave a
country, and (3) the facilitation of movement throughout the world.
The CHAIRMAN said that it was true that the second paragraph of the
redraft might be considered virtually a new article.
Dr. MALIK (Lebanon) expressed a preference for the Chilean draft because
it was clearer and less capable of misinterpretation. He asked the meaning
of "equitable" and raised a question as to what status this item would have
in a country where opposing customs prevailed.
The CHAIRMAN explained that "equitable" was used in the sense of "fair."
Prof. KOEETSKY (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) reserved the right to
make a statement at a later date.
Mr. W3X3OK (United Kingdom) felt that this article primarily dealt with
non-discrimination and was, therefore, within the province of the
Sub-Conmission on Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities.
He doubted whether governments would give assent to an article which restricted
their right to exclude people from their countries.
/Miss SEHEEB
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Miss SEIDER (Al' of L) thought the problems of emigration and immigration
should be treated separatelg.
The CHAIRMAN noted t.hat the Corcmittee apparently agreed that the
substance of the first paragraph of the United States draft sbould be
included In the Bill. The second paragraph might becorne a separate article.
Article .10
Prof. CTiBSIN

rance) eaid that implcmentetion of th0 right of rrevdom

of movement of persona might be difficult. The rlght of emigration, he felt,
did not carry with it the right to e~ter another country. The right of
States to detain persons aiso woulci have to be considered in this connections
Mx. SANTA 03UZ (Chile) and Pl&. HARRY (~ustralia) approved the basic
ihea eqressed in this article. Both felt it needed reàrafting.
Dr. CHANG (China) said he believed liberty of movement to be
fundamental. A statement of principle might be d r * up, he felt, but its
irnplementation would have to be the concern of the individual countries.
Dr. V & T K (~ebanon) expressed a preference for the United Kingdom
text because of its greater clarity and its inclusion of certain
exceptions.
14r. 'WZLSON (~nited ~in~dom) accepted the substance of the article,
if limited as in the United Kingdom draft.
The CHAIRI?AN observed that there seemed to be general agreement
that something along the lines pyopoeed in Article 10 should be included
in the Conraission's draft.
Articl-e 1.1
Prof. CASS IX (~ranco) said it ~~ould bo ncccssary to ilraft tvo
alternative texts on the question of arbitrary searches and aeizures,
depending on the form the Bill would finally take, The wording of an
article on this subject, he felt, would be extremely important.

/Mr.

SAKTA CRUZ
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Mr. SANTA CRUZ (chile) pointed out %ha$ the Chilaan draft separated
the concepts of personal liberty and family r~lations, whereas, in the
Secretariat and United States drafts they had been grouped as one. Be
favaured discussing them separately:

(1) the inviolability of property

and correspondence, and (2) freedom of family relations.
Mr. EKRRY (~~stralia) agreed that the substance of the article had
a p1ace .h the Bill. Neither the right to life nor liberty would be helpful
if pressure could be put upon an individual through his family, he pointed
out.
Dr. MALIK (~ebanon) questioned the m3aning cf the terms "arbitrary"
and "unreasona'ble". He saiC both were vag~e eiS ï1sefZaG clarification. He
also aaked whether the word "secrecy" was intort~od to m a n absoluts
secrecy.
Mr. 'WILSON (~nited Kin@don) agreed wi%h Pro?. Cassin that the form
of the dreft would determine the final wcbding of this article. He
stated that the meaning of the ~rords "arO$traryl' and "v.nreasonablew m u i d
differ in accordance with prevalent eustoms, practices and ideas.
The CHAIRMAN summarized the general feelixg of the Cornittee that
the substance of the article should be included in the Bill in some form,
but that it would have to be vorded very clearly and carefully. She
proposed that in consido~ing otkiler articles, only the representativo
wishing to sponsor the inclusion of that article, in the Bi11 should speak.
Article 12
Prof. CASSIN (Fkance) believed this article to be indispenseble
because perscns existed who had no legal personality. A question whicb
cane to his mind was whether it should be left by itself or grouped with
the other articles relating to civil rights.
Article 13
The inclusion of the sübstance of Article 13 was spona~red by
Prof. CASSIN (France).
/Article lU
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Ai-ticle 14
The inclusioa of the substance of Article 14 was spcnsored by
Dr. Y A L E (Lebanon).
Ai-ticle 15
The inclusion of the substûnce of Articlv 15 was sponsored by
Prof. CASSI3 (Ifrance).
Artie1.e 16
Tlie insl-uaion of the subsitance of Article 16 wzs sponsorcd by
Mr. S A m Y (~u.stralia) and Mr. SAhTA CBUZ (Chile).
Article 17
The CR.~LIRFkN obssrved that the ~iews of tlie Sub-Coromission on Freedom
of Infofmation end of the Press would lia-ve to te taken into conoid~ration
wkicn the drzfting of this article wss undertalcen.
The inclusion 02 the substance of Artjcle 17 was sporso~ed by
Nr. WILSON (Untted ~in~dom).
Article 18
The inclusion of the substance of Article 18 vas sponso~ed by
Kr. SANTA C3UZ (chile). He said it Was imyortant to lÎa:.e such a provision.
Ai--ticle 19
The Inclusion of the substance of Article 19 was sponsored by
Mr. WESON (United Iii.ngdom) and Dr. PALIS(. (Lebanon).
Article 20
The inclusion of the substance of AI-ticle 20 was sponso-ced by
Mr. XXRRY (~ustrelia) and Dr. MALIK (Lebanon).
Article 21
The inclusion of the substan~e of Article 21 was sponsor.ed by
Dr. CHAKG (china).

/Article 22

/

0.
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Article 22
The CHAIRMAN said that in her opinion there should "be a provision along
these lines. Prof, CASSIN (France) said he thought it should "be grouped -with
the articles on civil rights.
Article 23
The inclusion of the substance of Article 23 was sponsored "by
Prof. CASSER (France).

He believed it might be joined to those articles

on the subject of political guarantees.

The inclusion of the substance of Article 2k -was sponsored by
Prof. CASSIN (France).

He stated that in his opinion the Committee might

have to draft a text defining the principle of equality.
Article 25
Prof. CASSIN (France) thought that the substance of this article
should be retained and connected with the limitations of liberty already
discussed.
Dr. MALIK (Lebanon) remarked that wording of the Secretariat draft was
ambiguous.

Certain things not prohibited by law are prohibited by other

things. The law should not be considered the only law-giver.
Article 26
The inclusion of the substance of Article 26 was sponsored by
Prof. CASSIN (France), who proposed that it be studied in conjunction
with Article 6.
Article 27
The inclusion of the substance of Article 27 was sponsored by
Prof. CASSIN (France).
Article 28
The inclusion of the substance of Article 28 vas sponsored by
Dr. CHANG (China).

He pointed out, however, that what the United Nations

could do about grievances would have to be made clear.

/Article 29
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Article 29
The inclusion of the substance of Article 29 was sponsored byMr, SANTA CKUZ (Chile). He stated that many great advances of humanity,
politically and socially, had been based on the right to resist oppression.
Article 30
The inclusion of the Bubstance of Article 30 was sponsored by
Dr. MALIK (Lebanon).
Article 31
The Inclusion of the substance of Article 31 was sponsored by
Dr. CHANG (China), He felt, however, that a change of wording might be
necessary.
Article 32
The inclusion of the substance of Article 32 was sponsored by
Prof* CASSIH (France). E© e©id, however, that he had reservations as to many
points of detail.
Article 33
The inclusion of the substance of Article 33 was sponsored by
Prof» CASSIÏÏ (France).
Mr. WILSON (United Kingdom) agreed with the principle expressed in
the article and pointed out that if States were to be restricted as regards
expulsion of aliens, they might be unwilling to accept them in the first
instance.
Article 3k
The inclusion of the substance of Article 3^ was sponsored by
Dr. MALIK (Lebanon) and Dr. CHANG (China).
Dr. MALIK explained that he was not sponsoring the text as it stood,
but only the principle that political asylum is something sacred and ought to
be preserved In the community of nations.

/Article 35
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Article 35
The Inclusion of the substance of Article 35 was sponsored "by
Mr. SANTA CRUZ (Chile). He added that he supported all of the articles
referring to the social rights of individuals, beginning with Article
35 and. ending with Article k-k.
Article U$
Mr. WILSON (United Kingdom), while supporting this article, stated
that in the opinion of his government this question should be leferred to
the ap ropriate Sub-Commission.
The CEMRMAN suggested that some members of the Committee might
wish to suggest possible drafts of an article dealing with discriminâtion
which could be paased on to the Sub-Commission on the Prevention of
Discrimination and the Protection of Minorities with the recommendation
that that Sub-Commission recommend a final wording.
Prof. CASS1N (France) agreed that this suggestion satisfied him,
but raised the question of the possible necessity of alternate texts, one
to be used in a Declaration, another to be included in a contention.
Article k6
The inclusion of the substance of Article kS was sponsored by
Dr. MALIK (Lebanon).
Article krf
Dr. CHANG (China) pointed out that Article 4 7 dealt with a method
of Implementing the Bill of Eights. For this reason he felt that it
should not be discussed immediately.

kQ
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Article 48
The CHkIRMAH agreed that discussion of both Articles 47 and 48,
sinco they dealt with implementation, should be deferred. However,
Dr. ElALIK (~ebanon) said that since the principle stated in Article 47 was
already included in the Charter of the United Nations, its substance
should be i~cluded somewhere ln the Co~r,rrii ttoefs draft, at least in the
Prem3le.
The CaAIRMAN rzsked whether. the CoranAttee wished to begin dra.fting
the Bill of Righta immediatelp. Whether it did so or nct, she said, it
would have to decide very scon if it waa "miting a Declaration or an l'Act
of Pârllanznt." Her own governmentfs attitude had alwa,ys been that since
the International Bill of Rights had to be considered by the General
Assembly it should first be in the nature of a Declaration, follo%~ed b7
conventions on particular SV.~$~C~E which mlght have thû binding force of
treaties.
Dr. C W J G (china) envisagea three distinct documents:

one a

Declaration, drafted in sinple phrasas; tho second a commentary on each
Article of the Declaration; the third a seriss of proposais for
implementation.
The CHAaMAN proposed that fmther discussion of this question be
postpgned until the next meeting. She hoped that at that ~seting, the
representative 02 the Soviet Union mieht present his views on the questions
under consideration.
The meeting adjourned at 1:00 p.m.

